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PROLOGUE A SCENE IN THE GARDEN OF THE MIND

the class had ended in a stalemate though the topic under
discussion had been the purpose of the school for the future the past
kept coming up as a means of looking to the future As with most
discussions talk was fragmented reference had been made to the
timeless philosophies but only superficially when the class
ended one student commented ill just leave the problem to you
philosophers to solve the rejoining laughter expressed a seeming
futility of any thought convergence on the subject
the professor had been notably silent during the discussion
and mildly amused at the struggle you may now appreciate to
some extent the struggle that education has had for over 2500
years perhaps now you feel the same need 1I did many years ago
to read widely and deeply to attempt to understand the assumptions
that underlie some of the educational issues of today for any
educational philosophy is merely an extension of our personal
assumptions well well see you next meeting
william 0 nelson is an administrative assistant to the quorum of the twelve apostles and director of
correlation review of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
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several followed him out
what did you mean asked a student when you said that
any educational philosophy is but an extension of ones own
personal assumptions
take yourself replied the professor why was your
experience today so frustrating was it not because you have not
come to grips with the issues put another way dont you feel the
need to examine some of your personal assumptions about education
if there is one thing my generation has discovered replied
the student it is that the present is a refutation of the past why
dwell on it
precisely my point rejoined the professor your answer
reveals the dilemma of your generation you want to deal with the
now and build your own future but refute the cumulation of all
that man has learned for thousands of years As your past is the
prologue to your future humanitys
human itys past is its prologue
but protested the student whose interpretation of the past
am 1I to accept the voices are so many and varied
true but your reply says in effect that truth has escaped the
ages that it is not to be found
not necessarily the student replied what may have been
valid for them is not valid for us truth is only relative to its age
and that my young friend is at the heart of the issue at hand
it is the dispute of the ages if what you say is true then each new
generation stands to forfeit its predecessors may 1I remind you that
youth is never moderate with its modifications its idealism begs for
immediate and sometimes radical change this produces cleavage
in family community and society and society does not long
endure such tension if on the other hand instead of repudiating
our past we attempt to glean those truths that have been found valid
through the ages of man we can build a better future
it seems to me that your alternative is such a prolonged
process when the times demand solutions now
you see smiled the professor your impatience is coming
through again whether they be artifacts or ideas that which had
endured has taken time in the making excellence knows no
shortcuts
1 I suppose the frustration 1I feel is that my understanding of
any whole picture is so fragmented
yes smiled the professor we all see through that proverbial dark glass our attempt to see the whole is however to
acquire wisdom to obtain perspective
youre quite fond of that word perspective arent you
11
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it is like viewing a painting from the impressionist school if
one stands too close his perspective of the whole is distorted such
is the story of mankind
wouldnt it be marvelous said the student if each new
generation could see the past for itself and talk to those who have

lived before

spoken like a true conservative laughed the professor
by this time their walk had taken them to university square
an area of marble benches secluded by trees and foliage low
voices were heard from the area as they approached coming into
the enclosure they saw a group of men dressed in anachronistic
garb of bygone ages some seated on the ground some on the
benches the first impulse of the mentor and his pupil was to retreat
since they had probably intruded on a theatrical rehearsal but faces
that were too familiar attracted their curiosity
doesnt that man look like aristotle whispered the
student

yes and look

theres that reformed libertine augustine

whos the short one with the tunic
chos
why thats plato

hes much shorter than 1I imagined and

theres our own john dewey
who are those other men

the student inquired
they scrutinized one after another recognizing some one
with long robes and a portly carriage they identified as erasmus the
great humanist A tall angular beardless man was immediately
recognized as horace mann and sitting by him was herbert
spencer another was mistaken for the german philosopher

goethe

no he is jacques rousseau the french iconoclast good
heavens exclaimed the professor
sors

there is one of my old profes-

old hutch

the men continued in conversation unobserved

in the background the professor and the student found seats within hearing
distance and eavesdropped in silence robert hutchins was
speaking

intellectualism AS THE CHIEF AIM OF EDUCATION
hutchins gentlemen you were asked to come to this
gathering to explore whether some reconciliation is possible
concerning the diversity in educational philosophy and aims 1I
appreciate your response to my invitation to commence our
discussion permit me to suggest this proposition the educational
issues that divided the ancients were simpler and less divergent
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than the issues that divide modem educators after 2500 years
gentlemen is there any hope for accord
plato you of course would recognize as well as any that
divergent philosophies are the result of divergent aims we too had
our rival forms but our aims even those of the sophists
Sophists seemed
less enamored by the satisfaction of so called needs we valued
more lofty ideals beauty truth morality and wisdom we saw
education as developing the intellect to the end that man could
make better judgments and determine the right order of life you
modernists seem dedicated to more pragmatic purposes perhaps
because it is easier to teach reading writing and computation than
to educate toward moral virtue
aristotle you made that aim dear plato the zenith of your
educational philosophy education you asserted makes good
good men act nobly and conquer their enemies in battle
men
because they are good 1I dont believe there has been stated a
more comprehensive or noble aim for education would you want
to modify that end with the passage of time
plato no the statement 1I believe is one of the universal
truths of all time but the statement cannot be taken by itself as an
accurate reflection of education you will recall the idea in the
dialogue between socrates and Theae
tetus there are two patterns
theaetetus
set before men the one blessed and divine the other godless and
wretched the ultimate idea of good is god our true happiness can
only be found when man frees himself from the vices and passions
of the body and acquires that wisdom which will lead him to a life
like god 2 this must be considered the ultimate purpose of education however idealistic
rousseau my opposition to your philosophy plato was your
point that evil is associated with the lower element of mans dual
nature namely his body my position is still that everything is
good as it comes from the hands of the maker of the world but
degenerates once it gets into the hands of men 3
plato yes you and 1I would differ on this matter
rousseau you proposed that there is a natural unfolding of this
goodness if man can be left in an uncontaminated state 1I say that
this goodness is residual in mans soul and manifest to us through
his highest faculty reason 4 education therefore in the truest
sense ought to be the concern of mans higher nature his soul
deserves the name that
this is the only education which
other sort of training which aims at the acquisition of wealth or
bodily strength or mere cleverness apart from intelligence and
justice is mean and illiberal and is not worthy to be called education
at all 5
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bestor you also postulated plato a distinction among intellectual classes only the gifted should be afforded the benefits of
higher education how often in the name of democracy we have
proposed an egalitarian philosophy to accommodate the so called
average student
student6
students6
plato yes and of course you recognize that proposition as the
fundamental thesis of the republic wherein 1I argued for the distinct
classes the highest classes are those who possess the highest
degree of reasoning power the lowest are those who have the
lowest degree the philosopher kings are those few who possess
superior intellectual powers that enable them to acquire a comprehensive knowledge of supreme good thus they are those who
would rule beneficently 7 it is a pity that the academy failed to
save athens if the gods had favored us with one good philosopher
king to banish injustice and establish good government on earth
perhaps this end would have changed the course of humanity
hutchins you must not lament over the academy plato
what appears to be failure to one man is a success to civilization
you must be consoled with the knowledge that the academy
became the rational foundation for the medieval universities in
europe and has been the basis of conservative thought since your
time 9
aristotle also plato you do me an injustice who can doubt
your influence upon me as your former pupil of the academy how
often have 1I defended your view of the indestructibility of the soul
you looked with suspicion upon knowledge derived through our
senses but 1I found it necessarily useful in describing science it was
less subjective 1I attribute our difference in viewpoint to our
different temperaments you taught me to believe in god but
never proved his reality to me 1I had to do so you contemplated
him 1I had to demonstrate him to you he was a mysterious entity
1I found him to be the rational center of an orderly universe my
love was for facts yours for contemplation but who can say how
much influence we left behind in each others life you yourself
declared in the laws that you had moved more toward the practicable and after you had gone and I1 became old 1I had to admit
lonely and alone 1I am the more 1I have come to love
the more
myths 10
plato I1 did not mean to offend dear pupil you must forgive
an old mans nostalgia no man has equalled
equal led your effect on the
intellectual mentality since our time
hutchins may it be observed gentlemen that historical
christianity only became an intellectually respectable religion
when it was blessed with your influence
8
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augustine yes plato were it not for your influence in my
education christianity never would have been palatable to me
the early christian idea that god was bounded by the figure of a
human body was so revolting to me that 1I wrote 1 I thought not of
thee 0 god under the figure of an human body since I1 began to
hear aught of wisdom I1 always avoided this 12 but being partially
convinced that christianity was true by that noble scholar
ambrose 1I sought a reconciliation couldnt ambrose tell me
11

couldnt the church I1 finally found my answer among the
platonists for fifteen years 1I had labored at the thesis on the trinity

ill1311I finally found
without ever reaching a satisfactory conclusion ili
that if I1 could accept the platonic notion of the reality of an
immaterial being as god then 1I could accept him and the doctrine
of the trinity 14
whitehead could you also accept the absolute quality of
platos truth
augustine not fully 1I wrote you recall the only thing 1I
cannot doubt is that 1I doubt but if 1I doubt it must be because 1I have
implanted within me a concern for truth were it not for this 1I could
not doubt my doubting then is a very act of faith faith in the
goodness and the beauty of truth in the reality and unity of truth 15
thomas aquinas yes augustine but it was Arist
otles
aristotles
methodology which provided the means to arrive at a unity of
truth 16 using his methodology 1I was able to prove the truth about
god man and his universe this gave rise to scholasticism and the
17
ages
educational institutions of the middle
horace mann I1 am troubled about one point gentlemen 1I
with other scholars had assumed that historic christianity was
representative of the original christian philosophy yet you assert
that historic christianity is a synthesis with greek philosophy
doesnt that demonstrate an exclusive dependence on rational
thinking wasnt the emphasis of the original christians different
would that we might summon paul or one of jesus disciples to be
with us for we had long assumed that their aims and what you and
augustine described were synonymous
george counts the christians had little to do with us then
we have little to do with them still
martin luther permit me to respond after all this very
question became the basis for my dissent against rome early
christianity was a nonspeculative doctrine in the midst of speculative philosophies the early church fathers spent most of their effort
admonishing the body of the church to refrain from philosophy
tertullian lamented the day you taught the christians dialectic the
art of proving and disproving 18 the church was not concerned
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about philosophy till some of its members asked what shall we
do with plato irenaeus in reference to the philosophers said
now either all these men
knew the truth or else they did
not
if they did then the saviors descent to the earth was
go to them for
superfluous
if they did not why do you
god19 the chief
supernatural knowledge since they do not know god
difference between original christianity and the secular philosophers lay in the fact that whatever merit philosophy had in its search
for god according to christian doctrine it was superseded by
revelation thus Christian
christianitys
itys aim and the aim of you philosophers were divergent rather than compatible
aquinas 1I believe we would have to argue that point my dear
martin were not origen and clement great apologists for the
church and did they not afford it intellectual respectability
luther we must both remember that the apostles had been
taken and revelation ceased like myself later neither origen nor
clement claimed revelation or authority both were thoroughgoing
hellenists we can deduce this from their writings clement wrote
philosophy prepares the work that christ completes 20 and
origen introduced logic and dialectic into the church the two
obsessions from which the early church had prided itself on being
free 21
aquinas your indictment is harsh on the philosophers
martin the language was but their vehicle to carry the christian
faith one does not question the proposition of revelation as the
major characteristic of the original church 22 the principles were
laid down supernaturally man imbued with the power of reason
could then be independent and autonomous in his intellectual
functions his reason is his only basis for interpreting the supernatural laws of god 23 happiness results from being in accord with
these laws thus happiness the purpose of a christians education
consists of the cultivation of the moral and intellectual virtues 24
CHRISTIAN HUMANISM AS AN AIM OF EDUCATION

erasmus 1I trust that you recognize the implication of what
you are saying thomas your adoption of the hellenistic world is
recon cili
reconcile
a remarkable example of syncretism such a humanistic reconcili
atlon implies that before one becomes a christian one must first
become a man mature enough on the human level to be able to
forin an act of faith and acts of morality for the sake of
perform
per
argument if classical education has developed its own admirable
technique for producing a perfectly developed human being why
education2525 As
should we look elsewhere for some other kind of education
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for me 1I find it more comfortable to stay with the joys of this world
rather than the other world philosophy that preoccupies you
saints so 1I am comfortable with the first purpose of education
being that the tender spirit may drink in the seeds of piety the
next that he may love and learn thoroughly the liberal studies the
third
that he may be informed concerning the duties of life the
fourth
that from the earliest childhood he may be habituated in
26
courteous manners 1126
aquinas even you martin advocated a humanistic purpose
of education for the good of the state
and men did not
luther yes even if there were no soul
need schools and languages for the sake of christianity and the
scriptures still for the establishment of the best schools everywhere both for boys and girls this consideration is of itself
sufficient namely that society for the maintenance of civil order
and the proper regulation of the households needs accomplished
5127
1121
27
and well trained men and women 5121
whitehead john milton similarly defined education in his
famous tractate ofeducation
of education as that which gets a man to perform
justly skillfully and magnanimously all the offices both private
11228
and public of peace and war 312
this was a similar position to your
own plato but milton also wedded this humanistic purpose to
christian doctrine when he wrote the end of learning is to repair
the ruins of our first parents by regaining to know god aright 112129
mann that theological idea had an unquestionable influence
upon colonial school policy in america the ordinance of 1787
for example stipulated that religion morality and knowledge
being necessary to good government and the happiness of mankind
schools and the means of education shall be forever encouraged 0 30
O

KNOWLEDGE AS THE CHIEF AIM OF EDUCATION

Thom dike gentlemen you seem to forget that scientific
thorndike
rationalism has been discarded as a basis for truth for centuries 1I
agree that we owe an immeasurable debt to our friend aristotle but
others also deserve mention Co
comenius
romenius
menius newton and bacon it is
unfortunate that they could not be with us they were responsible
nocum
for infusing a scientific spirit into education bacons
bacans novum
organum gave us inductive logic Co menius improvised this to the
educational setting though 1I think he was exaggerating when he
acclaimed the process as being as free from failure as are
mechanical contrivances when skillfully made 31 what this
contribution did for education was in my opinion to take the whole
of knowledge and make it the province of the educator aristotle
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you made a valiant contribution it took the contribution of many
others to rival your own
aristotle were 1I alive in his time 1I would have been one of
the first to embrace bacons
bacans scientific methodology
SELF

actualization AS AN AIM

THE REJECTION

OF THE OLD WAY

rousseau you recall edward that I1 resisted then such a
broad comprehensive aim who can attain it my object was not
to furnish the students mind with knowledge but to teach him the
method of acquiring it when necessary 32
dewey it was you jacques that gave impetus to the so called
liberal movement in education you pestalozzi and froebel your
recommended curriculum was oriented toward the total life adjustment pestalozzi paid tribute to your genius when he said the
ultimate end of education is not perfection in the accomplishments
of the school but fitness for life 33
luther superficially one might be impressed with that
thought but I1 must point out that it was a frontal assault upon the
original sin doctrine of the holy scriptures your rhetoric would
have it that man is innately good that his instincts should be
allowed free expression without rule or restraint let nature and
experience be your guide you decreed your new morality
doctrine whether deliberate or not undermined the whole fabric of
christian morality 34
rousseau my concern was not theological martin it was for
the individual 1I chose to leave theology to you theologians if
mans potential is unlimited unbounded is he not perfectible in
the full sense of being capable of achieving perfection As for the
problem of choosing good over evil that too is quite simple man
being innately good his decisions will likewise follow his innate
31
35
nature

perfection AS AN AIM OF EDUCATION
mann we confronted this issue early in american education
the calvinists believed the sectarian notion of original sin and
this idea was pervasive within our early school system 1I myself
rousseaux
Rousse aus philosophy of the perfectibility of man
subscribed to rousseaus
and his view on mans nature it is true that we are bom
born with natural
appetites and passions that have no relation to god or his laws this
is the carnal mind that your esteemed paul refers to so often
martin but once our rational and moral powers are developed and
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we learn something of what god is through home church and
school we see and feel that we ought to love and obey god but now
comes the struggle on the one hand we have our animal and
worldly desires on the other reason and conscience if we seek to
obey god and subdue and control our natural impulses that lead to
sin we may come unto the measure of the stature of the fullness
of christ 36 my attempt to imbue the educational system of our
society with this idea and rid it of sectarianism stirred a great
controversy
luther your notion is still controversial horace its
sophistry lies not in its end the perfection of man but in the
means by which you believe man can accomplish that end it
implies that we perfect ourselves through our own effort and native
intelligence there is no room for the grace of our beloved savior

jesus christ
mann on the contrary martin the most comprehensive
charge of the savior was be ye therefore perfect even as your
father which is in heaven is perfect matt 548 to keep this
charge 1I must aim at perfecting every part of the nature which
god has given me my body that it might enjoy the good he offers
me and be a fit residence for the in dwelling soul my powers of
mind that 1I may perceive and comprehend the wisdom which
surrounds me in the creation and understand his laws my soul that
1I may do justly and love mercy and walk humbly with my god in
aiming at this perfection those books will aid me which teach me
how wonderfully and fearfully 1I am made or which enlarge my
knowledge of the laws of gods providence 37
aquinas horace your view contains an implicit interpretation of christianity quite apart from its historical character that is
what martin is attempting to tell you your view deliberately
opposes a theocentric interpretation
bestor your tenth annual report horace declared your
belief in natural law the same conception held by rousseau
pestalozzi and others this is essential to your educational philo
sophy and the point that we conservatives have so resisted your
view of natural rights is that it is an absolute right for every human
being to receive an education and it is the states duty to see this is
done this concept of natural rights will ultimately destroy mans
freedom since it makes the state an instrument of coercion As you
state in your report this doctrine ultimately gives property to the
commonwealth or the state in the hope that all will be educated
and thus saved from poverty and vice 38 cubberly correctly
observed that it was your efforts that changed education from a
religious orientation to an emphasis on social efficiency civic
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virtue and character and that you were successful in transferring
the control of community schools into state hands 39
mann 1I still believe that the common school is the greatest
discovery ever made by man
other social organizations are
curative and remedial the schools are preventive and an antidote
they come to heal diseases and wounds this to make the physical
and moral frame invulnerable to them if the common school
were expanded to its capabilities
nine tenths of the crimes in
the penal code would become obsolete the long catalogue of
human ills would be abridged men would walk more safely by day
every pillow would be inviolable by night property life and
character held by a stronger tenure all rational hopes reflecting the
future brightened 40
spencer eloquently articulated horace 1I similarly advocated a generation before your time a totally comprehensive
program inclusive of the home the school and the church 1I
maintained that the school should assume responsibility for healthful living vocational training preparation for family worthy
citizenship and worthy use of leisure time 41
dewey your recommendations herbert did not go
unnoticed they became the basis for the seven cardinal principles
of secondary education in the united states in the early twentieth
century
SOCIAL

efficiency AS AN AIM FOR EDUCATION

spencer youre very gracious john but it was really you
who synthesized our previous thought and gave it rational coherence as a philosophy in a remarkably consistent and thorough
manner you rewrote american educational practice in light of
Dar wins evolutionary philosophy and the ideas of rousseau
carwins
darwins
pestalozzi and froebel this was in accord with my composition
of all things theory placing the mind and the body as aspects of the
same evolving organism this theory made it unnecessary to
postulate a supernatural origin to the soul or mind or to speculate
an eternal destiny 42
dewey 1I argued this question herbert in democracy and
education and claimed that the dualist philosophy of mind and
body as posited by the conservatives was responsible for the
unnatural cleavages in society and education such as labor leisure
practical intellectual man nature and so forth of course if the
mind is not different from the body this means there is a unity in
all things this naturally led to the conclusion that education and
life should be united 43
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brameld by rejecting the traditional notion that man is born
with a ready made mind that absorbs stimuli and knowledge you
insisted that people react to situations because of their social
environment you argued that the individual derives his mental
powers from society 44 this of course places primary importance
upon education for making man what he is As you know it was this
idea that caused me to place the total burden for the reconstruction
of society itself upon the educational institution 45
plato do you modernists not see that such an argument robs
man of his divine character if man is merely an evolving creature
devoid of a soul his whole destiny consists of this world there is
no room for evil no room for good how can realities so evident be
denied
brameld you speak plato about good and evil how
can such values be considered apart from humanity the only way
16
to validate moral choices is by social consensus 46
if the people
involved in the moral issue do not agree that the consequences are
good for them there is not much sense in introducing the notion of
social consequences at all
plato and therein lies your whole justification of the demo
cratic ethic those patterns of behavior that supposedly produce the
greatest good for the human nature it presumes that a society will
always make laws and rules in its own best interest history
discredits this hypothesis completely
aristotle protagoras had a similar idea when he said man
is the measure of all things
aquinas and if man be the measure god is not the past is
cancelled and man becomes the law and the society in terms of his
own wants rather than the revealed truth being mans infallible
source his wants become the infallible source
luther no absolute truth moral choices decided by social
consensus rather than the revealed word of god there can be no
rousseaux
Rousse aus new
reconciliation of this view with the truth it is rousseaus
morality in the extreme its pervasive agnosticism has corrupted
society since it left them without a moral foundation based on the
holy scriptures it argues that authoritarian consensus is good
whereas gods authoritarianism is the defect of organized religion
man is safe with powers god dare not be trusted with
aristotle it is safe to say martin that the later philosophers
found god an unnecessary assumption to either their philosophy or
methodology
Thom dike gentlemen the question is not whether god is a
thorndike
necessary assumption but the methodology by which all of us
derive our assumptions comte herbert and spencer to name a
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few have gone over this same ground and have come to the
conclusion that reason and revelation are not valid sources of truth
mu
must
st we revive their arguments again to his credit dewey
developed a scientific methodology who can doubt that his
problem solving methodology led to the advancement of the
twentieth century and is not education really a scientific matter
rather than a metaphysical matter the chief aim of education as
1I see it is for each individual to secure the fullest satisfaction of
his human wants education must therefore change human nature
and wants that are futile or antagonistic to the satisfaction of other
wants and
cultivate those wants which do not reduce or actually
increase the satisfaction of others education then is not
preparation for life it is life 47
dewey 1I heartily agree the school must represent life
life as real and vital to the child as that which he carried on in the
home in the neighborhood or on the playground
education
therefore is a process of living and not a preparation for future
living 48 this is the reason 1I could never see listing a group of aims
41
for education the process is its own end 49
THE GREAT SOCIETY AS THE CHIEF AIM
FOR EDUCATION

counts your philosophy john led me to argue for construction of a new social order built by schools I1 believe it is the
schools responsibility to provide the great vision of social democracy and through the means at their disposal set about to reconstruct
the social order if young people are given this as a goal while in
school and commit themselves to it then a new order may be
realized 50 the great purpose of the public school therefore should
be to prepare the coming generation to participate actively and
courageously in building a democratic industrial society that will
cooperate with other nations in the exchange of goods in the culti
tivation of the arts in the advancement of knowledge and thought
and in maintaining the peace of the world A less catholic purpose
would be certain sooner or later to lead the country to disaster 51
nonsupernatural
nonsupematural
aquinas since your morality is completely non
supernatural
and man centered it must serve not the individual but the state
how can your own educator whom you designate a servant of the
state hope for a liberty that the state denies to all other orders
how will democracy in eliminating differences escape destroying
the liberty which creates differences
counts the masses will have to be organized and the
people must capture the state then we must hope that eternal
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vigilance will prevent the eventuality of the government assuming
14a
a complete monopoly of the police and military power 52
hutchins such a prospect can also be prevented by a
universal dialogue if our hope for democracy is to be realized
every citizen must be educated to the limit of his capacity there
must be absolute freedom of opinion in the classroom whereby
every student has a right to give his point of view if both dialogue
and democracy continue if they can be expanded freedom
justice equality and peace will ultimately be achieved 53
plato if mans hope for democracy rests as you say on every
mankinds
kinds hope
citizen being educated to the limit of his capacity man
lazed
lized because every citizen is not
realized
for democracy will never be rea
going to be educated to that limit your argument is greatly
exaggerated
dewey but the survival of democracy as you say robert
communication
rests on proper communication without
the public will remain shadowy and formless
till the great
society is converted into a great community the public will
remain in eclipse communication can alone create a great community our babel is not one of the tongues but one of signs and
symbols without which shared experience is impossible 54
ATTEMPTS TOWARD A UNIFYING AIM OF EDUCATION

feigl our experience today in attempting to reconcile our

views illustrates the futility of dialogue as an end of itself we have
leam to apply
talked in terms of abstractions and slogans if we can learn
operational definitions to our language we may eliminate most of
our misunderstandings this means we must discount the methods
of faith revelation mysticism and pure reason if we achieve this
we shall be able to do science rather than just talk in scientific
language 55 this seems our only hope for reconciliation
whitehead but there is a better and more logical alternative
herbert much of the gap between the so called liberal and conservative camps might be bridged if we accept all the ways of knowing
truth recognizing the validity of both reason and experience there
is also a third method the aesthetic or artistic we must recognize
that man cisis employing the artistic mode when he relies upon
feelings sensations emotions and intuition rather than upon
abstract reasoning or the scientific method 56 why cant we
recognize with the conservatives that one of the primary aims of
education is intellectual in nature with the liberals why cant we
agree that the schools activities mustnt be limited to purely
ideas5757
academic ideas
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aquinas such a compromise could never satisfy those of us
who regard the dual nature of man as an imperative it is wholly
illogical to argue as you modem thinkers do for a pluralistic
society when advocating a monistic philosophy or is it gentlemen that while you are espousing cultural pluralism you are really
seeking an agnostic universalism that will become the doctrine of
your new society
society5858
hutchins gentlemen gentlemen let us not resort to accusation we are no better off than when we commenced it is growing
late perhaps in generations to come a great synthesizing philosophy will capture the attention and hearts of all men may we not
be so arrogant as to suppose that we have the only reasoned alternatives perhaps through the process of time man in spite of
cultural diversity will arrive at similar ends
aristotle let us hope such a prospect is not too far away for
the good of humanity
erasmus As hutchins said it is growing late let us leave
the problem to the mortals
EPILOGUE

time

the professor and student sat in subdued silence for some
an ethereal quality remained finally the student spoke

any educational philosophy

is but the extension of the personal

assumptions of one man its beginning to make sense
yes replied the professor elated with the pupils insight
you saw some very prominent men but men necessarily confined
to a perspective as broad or as narrow as their assumptions weve
caught just a glimpse of their ideas over 2500 years
1 I can see said the student that the outlook of each man led
him to a particular educational aim 1I didnt realize there was such
a diversity in their views this explains to me why there has been
such a difficult time arriving at a consensus on educational philosoIs there hope for agreement
phy I1 think hutchings
Hutc hinss question
hutchinss
is the real issue today
youre quite perceptive smiled the professor any other
insights
well 1I m not quite sure 1I know how to articulate all 1I heard
it seems said the student hesitantly that for centuries god was
regarded as mans ultimate authority that belief provided man
with an absolute guide to live by and affected his philosophy about
life our modem age seems to have overthrown or outgrown
this necessity to look to a supernatural being for authority there
doesnt seem to be any ultimate authority unless of course one
16
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emment but thats not my generation we see no
looks to the gov
government
one or no being as an ultimate infallible guide maybe that explains
why we have such a difficult time with traditional values why
social problems almost defy solution and why education today
particularly higher education is so aimless
1 I think you have summarized very well the fundamental
modern society has undergone a serious social
issue of your age modem
transformation over the last several hundred years which has
brought us to an almost totally secular society today59
today and our
educational institutions reflect this 60 but it was not always this
way harvard and other notable american colleges began as
institutions specifically for the purpose of inculcating the religious
and cultural heritage into a prospective clergy so that they in turn
could impart those spiritual values to society religious education
was a preeminent concern lamentably a university education
today from a public institution too frequently leads to agnosticism 61
do you think we should return to christianizing education
as it was practiced in the early history of our nation
thats hardly possible replied the professor nor is it
realistic 1I personally would like to see teachers help students to
recognize within guidelines that we live today in a world of
competing values one set of values affirms a god centered
universe that makes us accountable to moral imperatives and the
other set of values denies it but the likelihood of that happening
1I admit is remote because teachers are neither prepared to do it nor
do they have the inclination to do it theyre content to teach the
facts of their discipline and ignore spiritual considerations the end
results will be that we continue to serve students an educational
menu that caters to their rational and material appetite but ignores
their spiritual hunger 62
so what do you see as an answer to the problem
arent there some clues from what you heard and saw today
good education begins with a coherent philosophy and that cannot
be separated from a teacher who imparts that philosophy in other
words if you want to improve society and affect students in a moral
sense it begins with a teacher who exemplifies a well ordered life
strength of moral character and a superior personality in my
estimation one cannot become a truly effective teacher regardless
of academic credentials unless one has a clear sense of moral judglod
iod
iid and evil
good
ment a clear understanding of right and wrong and go
choosing good over evil is the crowning achievement of life and
this is not done without educating toward that end education in its
truest sense must lead a student to good choices
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in other words if we are to ever get at the root of our
problems it must be done by educators who have a sense of moral
purpose summarized the student
surely thats a part of it of course the best place for
effective discipline and moral education to occur is in the home
but the paradox is this educators have little confidence that the
family will do the job but for their part they are so committed to
pluralism with regard to teaching moral values that they end up
being ethically neutral so nothing really gets done through the
school system
you dont hold out much hope then for the public school
system to teach moral values
no said the professor shaking his head the answer
must come from the home and a few privately funded universities
that are unfettered from the control of government benefactions
at the federal state or local levels and whose administrations
regard it as their primary mission to educate students toward
intellectual moral and spiritual ends A private university has a
constitutional privilege not permitted a state school it can make
religion a vital part of its academic curriculum someday a modem
academy will arise that has a clear purpose of transmitting its
religious values and heritage to future generations and of training
future teachers to take their place in society with that end in view
but this will
how do you think interrupted the student the prevailing
academic community will look on such an endeavor
many will not notice but those who champion academic
freedom to mean a forum for all competing ideas can be expected
to react somewhat hysterically to such a venture but therein lies
another paradox of the modem university educator many who are
unhesitantly
too timid to mention god in the curricula un
hesitantly advance the
theories of social darwinism they contend theyre teaching
subject matter but 1I suggest that theyre indoctrinating students
toward skepticism and a totally secular perspective to life
but on the other hand wouldnt such an effort by a university to teach moral values be considered religious indoctrination
this is where a private university administration must carefully assess their aims and ask what values and aims do we want
to persistently emphasize on what moral imperatives do we
values we currently
justify the teachings of such values are the
thevalues
espouse congruent with principles that will bring students to
greater moral and spiritual progress once these questions are
decided upon there must be a vigorous effort toward teaching these
values in all phases of the university curriculum
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im curious to hear how your ideal university would differ
from all others

fortunately there are a few universities already moving
toward that ideal in this nation they are religiously based and
authoritarian in character with a clear sense of their educational
mission so were talking about a situation that has already taken
a most ideal situation I1 believe
root but since were talking about amost
acost
three vital elements would characterize such a university first
would be a clear sense of mission one to which all administration
and faculty were agreed and committed the university would have
clearly articulated aims that would include a search for ultimate
truth with a recognition that god is its ultimate source 63 the
university faculty would see themselves as partners in promulgating a common philosophy not an amalgam of past failed
theories but one that clearly reflects an intellectual and spiritual
commitment to the future A core curriculum of requirements
would be developed to achieve those aims the assumption being
that certain intellectual spiritual moral and scientific truths are
cumulative and that educated persons ought to understand and
embrace these truths excellence and innovation therefore would
product of a
byproduct
not be regarded as ends in themselves but as the by
commitment to timeless values
but it is not only sufficient continued the professor for a
university to state its aims in terms of a written philosophy too
often these aims are perfunctorily repeated by administrators at
faculty workshops and are then forgotten as each instructor pursues
his own interest each faculty member must be committed to these
aims which leads me to a second vital element a re conceived idea
of teaching A teacher is looked on today as a purveyor of information whose task it is to sharpen the skills of the mind but a teacher
is more than this he or she must be conceived as a guide to worthy
living as one who helps a student interpret life and who to use
john henry newmans phrase can arouse the right curiosity A
teacher then is an individual who is intellectually and morally
qualified to guide others on a course to worthy goals in this life and
to focus their goals toward eternity
but youve left no allowance for academic freedom in your
ideal university protested the student
on the contrary A teacher committed to aims based on
transcendental values has actually more freedom for the pursuit of
ultimate truth if he is firm in his convictions on ultimate truths and
values such as the reality of god and truths that emanated from him
to guide mankind then he doesnt have to constantly reassess those
values and revise his assumptions because of changing social
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he is actually free to pursue knowledge based on ultimate

you mentioned training teachers how would the university

do that

yes 1I was coming to that teachers are traditionally pre-

pared to teach in the school system by being trained in two areas
first they receive training in subject matter such as math biology
or english second they are trained in the methodology of teaching
subject matter but where is the curriculum that prepares them for
perspective and for teaching moral values this is practically
nonexistent A curriculum therefore would be devised to accomplish this it would minimally consist of courses of study that would
help students examine the root philosophies of current methods and
innovations and help them understand the moral implications of
these philosophies few teachers for example understand that
certain learning models are based on the theory that men like
animals may be selectively reinforced toward desirable or undesire
undesir
able behavior such a philosophy is incompatible with the christian
doctrine of free will
you would also find in the college of education textbooks
monographs and articles written by the faculty that reflect the
intellectual and spiritual aims of the university with regard to its
educational philosophy 65 the philosophy of secularism took root
in our school system when educational philosophers committed to
the notion that there are no absolutes and consequently no permanent values wrote the textbooks that have influenced teachers for
over fifty years to counter their influence it will take a comparable
spiritual commitment and skill at writing and teaching we have got
to produce teachers who are equipped to philosophically cope with
the specious philosophy of relativism to do that requires a faculty
in the college of education to train future teachers toward that end
A parallel kind of training of course would be required in the other
colleges within the university
A third element would be a course of study in teaching moral
and spiritual values and how these can be taught within the
framework of constitutional law and school policy such a course
would demonstrate to a potential teacher how to expose students to
the reality that we live in a world of two competing value systems
you saw that contrast today where certain educators believed man
to be gods creation the consequence of that belief is that man
inherits certain fundamental rights respecting his life property and
moral choices the other view represented by modem philosophers holds to the assumption that the animals are mans elder
brothers 66 that the fittest survive and that man creates a better
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society through his own wants and genius the essential difference
between the two philosophies is how we regard the worth and value
of each individual
do you really believe that such a university could arise in our
modem era given the present emphasis on secularism
im absolutely convinced it will because of the vision and
commitment of certain educators imagine the impact of a university that bases its aims on moral truths and trains potential teachers
to take their place in society to leaven the loaf of secularism 1I
believe such an academy would succeed where platos did not
and when such a university fully matures it will become the
proverbial city on a hill a virtual lighthouse that will help
prevent others from wrecking on the shoals of misguided philosophies
well 1I hope sighed the student your optimism is soon
rewarded
perhaps in your lifetime
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higher order of reality that is without regard to god will herberg modem man in a metaphysical
wasteland social education 33 december 1969 932 emphasis added alexander solzhenitsyn
contends that once man liberated himself from the idea that he is gods creation he turned to self
seif worship
and gratification of his physical nature
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we turned our backs upon the spirit and embraced all that is material with excessive and
unwarranted zeal this new way of thinking which had imposed on us its guidance did
not admit the existence of intrinsic evil in man nor did it see any higher task than the
attainment of happiness on earth
it based modem western civilization on the dangerous trend to worship man
weli being and accumulation of
weil
well
and his material needs everything beyond physical wellbeing
material goods all other human requirements and characteristics of a subtler and higher
nature were left outside the area of attention of state and social systems as if human life
did not have any superior sense
A total liberation occurred from the moral heritage
of christian centuries with their great reserves of mercy and sacrifice alexander
solzhenitsyn A world split apart commencement speech at harvard university
Im primis 7 august 1978 5 6
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goto
60to
to a very large extent american universities have fallen down on the job of transmitting
values to students other institutions are also falling short but the universities failure is especially serious
odthe
of imparting the essentials ofthe
of the western tradition to the leaders
because historically they have had the task ofimparting
of tomorrow now young people in universities are generally offered a smorgasbord curriculum that fails
to convey any sense of their own heritage
the failure of the universities to transmit traditional values
ideologies and methodologies those modem
modern substitutes for religion
has left the field wide open to idealogies
certain points of view accepted in academic guilds have become the values transmitted by higher education schools impart values under the guise of imparting none that is a form of dishonesty corrosive of
a healthy democracy
its important to get basic moral standards and commitment back into the highest
levels of our intellectual effort after all it was the combination of spiritual moral and civic concerns with
exacting intellectual activity that really built this country and made democracy work on a continental
ofteaching values U
scale james billington universities have fallen down on the job of teaching
USS news and
world report 97 1 october 1984 69 70
11the
the fact of the day is that in the mainstream of american higher education religion is either
a thing of the past or else an insignificant vestigial presence that has managed to survive beyond its time
god may not be altogether dead in the establishment colleges or universities but he has certainly been
closeted so that his province does not figure prominently in the public presentations and deliberations of
educational purpose john A howard me
the state of religion in
in american higher education vital
1975 467
speeches odthe
of the day 41 15 may 19751
ofthe
62a
A recent example of this emphasis on utilitarian aims
alms is the study done by the national
commission on excellence in education our nation is at risk our once unchallenged preeminence in
commerce industry science and technological innovation is being overtaken by competitors throughout
aae
the world
the
ale educational foundations of our society are presently being eroded by a rising tide of
mediocrity that threatens our very future as a nation and a people what was unimaginable a generation
ago has begun to occur others are matching and surpassing our education attainments what is the
perilous risk to our nation
nation9
nations abe
ahe
the risk is not only that the japanese make automobiles more efficiently
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than americans and have government subsidies for development and export it is not just that the
south koreans recently built the worlds most efficient steel mill or that american machine tools once
the pride of the world are being displaced by german products it is also that these developments signify
a redistribution of trained capability throughout the globe knowledge learning information and skilled
intelligence are the new raw materials of international commerce and are today spreading throughout the
world as vigorously as miracle drugs synthetic fertilizers and blue jeans did earlier if only to keep and
improve on the slim competitive edge we still retain in world markets we must dedicate ourselves to the
learning is the indispensable investment
reform of our educational system for the benefit of all
required for success in the information age we are entering national commission on excellence in
education A nation at risk the imperative for educational reform A report to the nation and the
secretary ofeducation
D C national commiscwashington
lwashington
washington DC
of education united states department ofeducation
ashington
of education LW
slon on excellence in education 1983 5 7
sion
alms for church schools first to teach
13for
for example in 1953 elder harold B lee listed five aims
gin free from darkness
truth secular truth so effectively that students will be free from error free from sin
valn philosophies and from the untried unproven theories of science second to
free from traditions vain
educate youth not only for time but for all eternity third to so teach the gospel that students will not
valn speculations of faulty interpretations fourth to prepare
be misled by purveyors of false doctrines vain
students to live a well rounded life and fifth to set the stage and help youth to acquire a testimony that
god lives and that his work is divine harold B lee the mission of the church schools address
1953 3 As another example president J reuben
delivered at brigham young university 21 august 19531
clark
oark jr first counselor in the first presidency gave the following inaugural charge to howard S
dark
mcdonald when he was installed as president of brigham young university the university has a dual
function a dual aim
alm and purpose secular learning the lesser value and spiritual development the
greater these two values must always be together neither would be perfect without the other but the
spiritual values being basic and eternal must always prevail forthe
for the spiritual values are built upon absolute
truth J reuben clark
dark jr the mission of brigham young university provo brigham young
19491 10
university 1949
64the
the professors arguments infer that moral ethical and religious education require something
more than intellectuality and experimentation latter day saint theology requires that before society
can change there must be a regeneration of the inner man therefore an ideal academy would have a
faculty composed of men and women who have been spiritually regenerated this view was given to
young university in a baccalaureate address by elder marlon
manon
graduating students ofbrigham
of
marion G romney
Brigham
in 1957
is threefold first
brigham young university
learning one divine the other human
to help you recognize that there are two sources of leaming

the unique commission of

students to drink deeply from both sources and third to
second to urge and inspire
teach and train students to correctly distinguish between the learning of the world and
revealed truth from heaven that they may not be deceived in their search
this unique commission puts peculiar responsibility upon both teachers and
students not imposed by any other university
the teacher at brigham young
aad in
and
university has an obligation to keep these distinctions clear in his own thinking ard
his own heart and to make sure that they are indelibly stamped upon the minds and hearts
of his students the student has the obligation to realize that an acquaintance with the
learning of men as well as a knowledge of the revealed word of god is essential to a
proper discharge of our teaching obligation to the world
narrow minded or provincial or bigoted
dont let anyone tell you there is anything narrowminded
born again who has be
beenn
about this view both the teacher and the student who has been bom
on the mountaintop and beheld in vision the mighty mission of this university in saving
the souls of men enjoy here a freedom available in no other university the freedom to
the freedom to
seek learning both human and divine by study and also by faith and thefreedom
teach without restriction the finite wisdom of men by the glowing light of the infinite
wisdom of god so far as he has revealed it the spiritually reborn do not have their
academic freedom restricted but greatly extended at brigham young university
manon
marion G romney your quest for truth in church news 8 june 1957 10
marlon
phasis added
Lem
emphasis
61brigharn
bangham young university
brigham
bangham young stated in a letter the purpose of the founding of bngham
bngham
1 I hope to see the day when the doctrines odthe
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